HARDWARE INSTRUCTIONS FOR YOUR

Canvas Floater

Note: Don’t let things get all scratchy! Place your canvas and frame face down on a smooth, flat surface when assembling.

1. Place stretched canvas face down, lay Frame face down over top of the canvas.

2. Place Offset Clips so that they are touching both the Frame and the Wood Stretcher of your canvas. Use at least one Offset Clip per side. Insert Screw through the hole over the Wood Stretcher as shown in the diagram. Hand tighten Screws with a Phillips head screwdriver. You will ONLY need ONE Screw per Offset Clip, to be placed into the Wood Stretcher.
3. Place the Hangers a third of the way from the top of the Frame and secure with Screws.

7. Thread the Hanging Wire through each Hanger, knot, and twist the remaining wire tail to secure.

8. Hang your masterpiece and enjoy!

Note: The wood stretcher and the offset clip will clamp down around the frame to hold it in place. DO NOT SCREW INTO THE FRAME.